
MEZCAL 
”Para todo mal, mezcal, y para todo bien, también.” 

MONTE ALBAN 

Moderate smoke, some fruitiness in the finish. 

MONTELOBOS JOVEN    

Burnt rubber tire, roasted agave, roasted jalapeño. 

LOS AMANTES JOVEN   

Smoke, sweetness, barbecue-style, light and lively, citrus. 

LOS NAHUALES JOVEN    

Fresh, full-bodied, soft, hint sweetness. 

LOS NAHUALES REPOSADO    

Mesquite, clean, deep long finish. 

DEL MAGUEY VIDA    

Spicy, smoky, light citrus, hazelnut 

DEL MAGUEY SINGLE VILLAGE MINERO    

Flowers, figs, burnt honey, lemon. 

DEL MAGUEY SINGLE VILLAGE SAN LUIS DEL RIO    

Spicy, creamy, smoke, smooth finish. 

ILLEGAL MEZCAL REPOSADO    

Clove, toffee, caramelized pear. 

ILLEGAL MEZCAL AÑEJO   

Sweet, savory, balanced, rich, decadent. 

TEQUILA 
Any tequila available as a margarita, ask your server for details! 

SILVER/PLATA/BLANCO 

ESPOLON BLANCO    

(Los Altos, Highlands) Floral, tropical, peppery 

MILAGRO SILVER   

(Los Altos, Highlands) Clear, triple-distilled for smoothness 

TIERRAS BLANCO   

(Lowlands, Central) White pepper, mild agave, lemon/citrus zest, vanilla 

CABO WABO    

Salty, rough around the edges, but quite enjoyable 

CASA NOBLE SILVER    

(Lowlands) Herbs, candied nuts, sea salt, toffee 

PATRON SILVER   

(Los Altos, Highlands) fresh, smooth taste, no oak 

CORZO SILVER   

(Los Altos, Highlands) nut, vanilla, cream. 

DON JULIO BLANCO    

(Highlands) Lemon, grapefruit, pepper 

REPOSADO/GOLD 
Aged for more than two months but less than one year in oak barrels. 

CAZADORES REPOSADO    

(Los Altos, Highlands) Sweet, mellow wood, short finish 

EL JIMADOR REPOSADO   

(Lowlands, Central) Sweet, fruity, strawberry, buttery 

GRAN CENTENARRIO ROSANGEL    

Aged in Port Barrels and infused with hibiscus 



CASA NOBLE REPOSADO    

(Lowlands, Central) Vanilla, fruit, agave and mild spice, thin and warm 

MAESTRO DOBEL DIAMANTE REPOSADO    

(Lowlands, Central) nut, mild spice, fruit and butter, vanilla, mint 

CHINACO REPOSADO    

(North, Tamaulipas) butter, vanilla, fruit, caramel, roast, wood, smoke 

CORZO REPOSADO    

(Los Altos, Highlands) earthy, vanilla, oak, ripe fruit, spice/pepper 

CASAMIGOS REPOSADO    

(Los Altos, Highlands) buttery, caramel, full, spearmint, cinnamon 

DON JULIO REPOSADO    

(Los Altos, Highlands) vanilla, spice, balance, mellow. 

AÑEJO/AGED 
Aged for at least one year but less than three years in oak barrels. 

EL MAYOR AÑEJO    

Caramel, dark color, thick body, spice, wood, pepper. 

CASA NOBLE AÑEJO    

(Lowlands, Central) vanilla, butter, wood, mint, cinnamon, pepper. 

DON JULIO AÑEJO    

(Los Altos, Highlands) Agave, vanilla/caramel, medium body, oak  

HERRADURA AÑEJO    

(Lowlands, Central) fruit, caramel, vanilla, cinnamon 

CHINACO AÑEJO    

Wood, alcohol, sweet, very smooth. 

SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 

ABERLOUR A’BUNDAH BATCH 50   

(Speyside) Spice and dark fruit, matured in Oloroso Sherry butts 

ABERLOUR 12 YEAR    

(Speyside) Rich and fruity with delicious Christmas cake notes. 

AUCHENTOSHAN CLASSIC SINGLE MALT   

(Lowland) sweet, toasty, vanilla, coconut, white peach, crémé anglaise 

ARDBEG 10 YEAR    

(Islay) Vanilla, citrus, sea spray, sea salted caramel, bonfire smoke 

GLENMORANGIE LASANTA 12 YEAR   

(Highland) Caramel, crémé anglaise, chocolate, raisins, dry, spices 

THE BALVENIE 14 YEAR CARIBBEAN CASK    

(Speyside) Sweet vanilla, creamy, apples, mangos, orange 

OBAN 14 YEAR    

(Highland) Rich, medicinal, seaweed, cut hay, woodsmoke, fruit, dry oak 

BOURBON & RYE 

BUFFALO TRACE    

(Kentucky) corn, rye, caramel, toffee, burnt sugar, honey, cinnamon 

RUSSELL’S RESERVE 10 YEAR    

(Kentucky) Richness, caramel, toffee, cinnamon, charred oak.  

TEMPLETON RYE    

(Indiana) rye, dill, gummy, orange, cinnamon, clove, wood, grain 
OLD OVERHOLT RYE    

(Pennsylvania) fruit, vanilla beans, apples, clove, white pepper  


